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Patio & Building Products

All items may not be available at all of the Town & Country branches.
Please check with your local branch for availability and updates. Item
specifications, materials, prices, and terms of purchase may change
without notice.

Ultra Lattice Shade Covers & Pergola
Using 2” x 6.5” x .024” rafters spaced 24” o.c., single 3” x 8” support beam, 2”
lattice tubes @ 4” o.c. 60% max shade, hardware/fasteners and choice of
rafter end cuts.
Note:  Sq. ft. prices are for the top only (including the support beam and
upward) as described above. Posts, end cuts and other options are charged
separately.

Attached or Free Standing Shade Cover
Fully customized for each job and available “ under 150 SF” and 150 SF &
over”.

Options include Scallop and Corbel Rafter cuts.

Other size rafters & beams are available:
>  032 x 2” x 6.5” rafters (24” o.c.) in place of .024
>  3” x 8”beam as rafters (24” o.c.) in place of 2” x 6.5”
>  Double 3” x 8” beams with floater posts/inserts
>  Ledger board kit with end caps - 2” x 6.5”

Ultra Lattice Post Kits
3” x 3” extruded posts with 2” x 6.5” side plates, 3” lattice post, foam inserts,
brackets, end caps and all hardware in 8’, 10’ and 12’ post height.

Santa Fe Solid Roof Patio Covers
Featuring the 3” thick x 48” wide x .024” Pro-Fab EZ-Lok insulated roof panels
with wrap kit and rafter tails spaced on 24” centers and a single 3” x 8’ support
beam.
Includes one downspout kit (two for covers over 240 SF), extruded gutter &
fascia, caulk and fasteners.
* Use “C” beam insert when using insulated roof panels.
Available “under 150 SF” and 150 SF & over”.
* Perimeter Wrap Kit only - add to existing cover - total LF of perimeter.
* Perimeter Wrap Kit only - add left side + front + right side = total Lin. Ft. (LF).
“C” beam insert for 3 x 8 beam ~ 15’, 19’ & 23’.


